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This investigation focuses on predicting the persistence of citrate-capped 20 nm AgNPs by measuring their
colloidal stability in natural freshwaters and synthetic aquatic media. Ultraviolet–visible absorbance
spectroscopy, dynamic light scattering, and atomic force microscopy were used to evaluate the colloidal
stability of AgNPs in locally-obtained pond water, moderately hard reconstituted water alone or with natural
organic matter (NOM), synthetic seawater, and also the individual chemicals most prevalent in seawater.
Singly dispersed AgNPs in seawater and waters with greater than 20 mmol L−1 sodium chloride were
unstable, with the optical absorbance approaching zero within the first ten hours of mixing. Agglomeration
rates as a function of water chemistry and NOM are tested as a hypothesis to explain the rates of
disappearance of singly dispersed AgNPs. Other samples, mostly those with lower salinity or NOM,
maintained varying degrees of colloidal stability during time studies up to 48 h. This indicates likelihood that
some AgNPs will be stable long enough in freshwater to successfully enter estuarine or marine systems. These
results should enable a more efficient design of nanoEHS risk assessment experiments by predicting the
aquatic or soil compartments at greatest potential risk for accumulation of and exposure to citrate capped
20 nm AgNPs.
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1. Introduction

The broad-spectrum biocidal properties of silver nanoparticles
(AgNPs) are driving their use in a wide range of biomedical
applications and consumer products, including medical devices such
as catheters (Dair et al., 2010), and personal care products such as
toothpaste and cosmetics (Wijnhoven et al., 2009). Potential
applications include medical therapies for blocking HIV-1 transmis-
sion (Lara et al., 2010), surface plasmon resonance (SPR) based
bioaffinity sensing (Frederix et al., 2003) and conductive inks used for
printing circuit components (Perelaer et al., 2009). AgNPs are even
being explored for point of use drinking water purification in third
world countries (Oyanedel-Craver and Smith, 2008). While the
quantity of AgNP enhanced products and devices in actual use today
is difficult to assess, the broad interest in exploiting AgNP biocidal
properties is indisputable (Sondi and Salopek-Sondi, 2004; Fauss,
2008; Sharma et al., 2009), including nomination for study by
international bodies such as Europe's National Institute for Public
Health and the Environment (RIVM) and the U.S. Food & Drug
Administration (FDA) National Toxicology Program (Chemical Selec-
tion Working Group, 2006; Pronk et al., 2009). Additionally,
regulatory bodies such as the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) (2010) and FDA (2010) that are attempting to assess whether
the nano form of bulk materials including silver presents new
potential risks arising from nanoscale properties. Thus the potential
for widespread use and subsequent life-cycle issues is of concern from
an environmental, health and safety (EHS) perspective. Consequently,
EHS impact and risk analysis of AgNPs has gained substantial
momentum in recent years (Tolaymat et al., 2010), while public
awareness has increased in parallel (Henig, 2007).

It remains unclear if the nanoscale form of silver presents a new
EHS risk via novel modalities of the AgNPs themselves, or if AgNPs
simply introduce a greater surface area of the bulk form of silver
thereby increases the percentage of total atoms converted to soluble
silver species (Ag+) (Lok et al., 2007; Luoma, 2008; Badawy et al.,
2010; Liu and Hurt, 2010; Liu et al., 2010), a legacy pollutant studied
historically (Ribeiro Guevara et al., 2005; Figueroa et al., 2008). Recent
studies have shown there is a risk that AgNPs could enter our
waterways (Benn and Westerhoff, 2008; Blaser et al., 2008), yet
questions remain as to the fate of such released AgNPs on various
compartments of the environment—particularly aquatic ecosystems.
The effects of AgNPs on aquatic environments have received some
study to date. For example, AgNPs could be taken up by zebrafish
embryos (Nallathamby et al., 2008) and can potentially be toxic at
levels of 0.19 nmol L−1 of AgNPs or approximately 1 mg L−1 total Ag
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(Lee et al., 2007), and AgNPs can inhibit photosynthesis in algae
(Navarro et al., 2008), however the contributions from AgNPs alone or
from dissolved Ag species is often unclear.

Questions remain regarding the stability of singly dispersed AgNPs
under relevant conditions, and thus their persistence in the
environment. For example, if AgNPs are colloidally unstable in natural
freshwaters, they could potentially deposit in lake and river sed-
iments; however, if AgNPs are stable in these aquatic systems they
could continue to be transported into estuarine or even marine
environments (Wen et al., 1997), where their stability could then
change and potentially impact estuarine sediments (Bradford et al.,
2009). Indeed, achieving reproducible dispersions for experiments
and understanding aggregation phenomena has been identified as
one of the greater challenges currently facing nanoEHS researchers
(Wiesner et al., 2009). Understanding the colloidal stability of AgNP
dispersions will enable better prediction of AgNP persistence in
environmental waters and also benefit interpretation of toxicity
studies.

The objective of this investigation is to apply high-througput
screening methods for assessing the colloidal stability and agglom-
eration kinetics of AgNPs under conditions relevant to aquatic
ecosystems, and to develop a robust method for predicting the per-
sistence of AgNPs as singly dispersed entities. Since the colloidal
stability will depend on the specific chemical environmentsthrough
which the AgNPs transport, this paper will also briefly explore varying
the concentrations of individual constituent chemicals of USEPA
moderately hard reconstituted water (MHRW) and marine waters.
Additionally, by providing well-characterized data sets as background
to nanoEHS researchers, selection of the most relevant model systems
is expedited during the design of future environmental risk
assessment hypothesis-testing experiments employing singly
dispersed AgNPs. Citrate-capped AgNPs approximately 20 nm in
diameter were selected for this work based on the consensus
recommendations of a workshop jointly organized by the National
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) and the US Army Corp of
Engineers held at Vicksburg, MS in April 2009.

2. Experimental2

Unless specified otherwise, all chemicals were purchased from
Sigma Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA) of the highest purity available and
used as received without further purification. All salt solutions were
prepared using 18.2 MΩ cm deionized (DI) water obtained from an
Aqua Solutions (Jasper, GA, USA) Type I biological grade water
purification system outfitted with an ultraviolet lamp to oxidize
residual organics and a low relative molecular mass cut-off (MWCO)
membrane.

2.1. Synthesis of AgNPs

AgNPs were synthesized via reduction of silver nitrate (AgNO3) by
sodium borohydride (NaBH4) in the presence of sodium citrate,
reported elsewhere (MacCuspie, 2011), and described in detail in the
supplemental information; the AgNPs will be referred to as nominally
20 nm in diameter. The AgNPs were concentrated to approximately
1 mg mL−1 then purified by washing with five volumes of DI water
using stirred cell ultrafiltration with a 10,000 Da relative MWCO
regenerated cellulose membrane (Millipore, Billerica, MA). Initial
physico-chemical characterization (Supporting Info) was performed
2 Certain trade names and company products are mentioned in the text or identified
in illustrations in order to specify adequately the experimental procedure and
equipment used. In no case does such identification imply recommendation or
endorsement by National Institute of Standards and Technology, nor does it imply that
the products are necessarily the best available for the purpose.
after concentration. All AgNPs were used within eight weeks of
synthesis.
2.2. Sampling of natural fresh waters

Three samples of natural freshwaters were collected from the NIST
Gaithersburg, MD campus. A sample of approximately 500 mL of
water was obtained from the western shore of the northern pond
(PW N), southern pond (PW S), and creek connecting the two ponds
(PW M), located near 39.13 °N, 77.21 °W. A clean wide-mouthed
500 mL polyethylene bottle was slowly immersed in a horizontal
position approximately 2 ft from the edge of the shore with care taken
to not create bubbles or strong mixing currents from water flowing
into the container. The container was slowly lowered to the bottom to
avoid disturbing bottom sediments, turned vertically, then lifted up
out of the water and capped. Samples were collected on June 26, 2009
between 11:00 am and 11:30 am, and stored at room temperature
until use. PW stocks were shaken before use to resuspend any
sediment that had settled during storage. The PW samples used in
these experiments had noticeable cloudiness in the samples,
suggesting the presence of significant amounts of natural organic
matter (NOM). Algae were more prevalent in the pond from which
South PW was taken based on visual observation.
2.3. AgNP dispersion preparation

Dispersion samples were prepared by adding 10 μL of AgNPs to
990 μL of the media (approximate final AgNP concentration 1.4×
10−10mol L−1). AgNPs were added immediately before measure-
ments, shaken by hand to mix the samples, and typically less than
2 min elapsed between the mixing of samples and the start of a
measurement. Media included the three PWs, or synthetic seawater
(SW) conforming to ASTM International standard D1141 (Ricca
Chemical, Arlington, TX). For salt media, including sodium chloride
(NaCl), magnesium chloride (MgCl2), sodium bicarbonate
(NaHCO3), sodium sulfate (Na2SO4) and calcium chloride (CaCl2),
an appropriate aliquot of 100 mmol L−1 stock salt solution was
added to a volume of DI water such that the salt media volume was
990 μL before addition of the AgNPs and the desired concentration
of salt (e.g., 10 mmol L−1) was correct in the final 1.00 mL
dispersion. Moderately Hard Reconstituted Water (MHW) was
prepared according to EPA guidelines (USEPA, 2002). Stock
solutions of Suwannee River Standard I and Standard II (Interna-
tional Humic Substances Society, St. Paul, MN), which will be
referred to as NOM I and NOM II, were prepared in DI water at
1.00 mg mL−1, and 10 μL were added to 890 μL of either DI water or
MHW before addition of 100 μL of diluted AgNPs (0.06 mg mL−1),
making the final NOM concentration 10.0 μg mL−1 or 10.0 parts per
million.
2.4. Dynamic light scattering (DLS)

DLS measurements were performed in accordance with estab-
lished standard protocol NIST & National Cancer Institute Nanotech-
nology Characterization Laboratory (NIST-NCL) PCC-1 Protocol
(Hackley and Clogston, 2007), using a Malvern Instruments
(Westborough, MA) Zetasizer Nano in 173° backscatter mode,
with Z-average values reported as the mean of no less than five
consecutive measurements plus or minus one standard deviation
about the mean. Disposable semi-micro cuvettes were cleaned with
filtered compressed air immediately before use. The instrument was
equipped with a temperature controller set at (20.0±0.1)°C for all
experiments.
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2.5. Ultraviolet–visible (UV–vis) spectroscopy

A split-beam spectrometer equipped with a water-jacketed 8+8
cell changer for matched pairing of reference cuvettes to sample
cuvettes (ultraviolet-transparent disposable semi-microcuvettes with
a 1 cm pathlength) was employed; all experiments were performed at
(20.0±0.2)°C. Full spectra of AgNPs in various media were collected
every hour, to ensure that the peak absorbance wavelength (λmax)
was stable (Link and El-Sayed, 1999; Malinsky et al., 2001).

2.6. Atomic force microscopy

NIST–NCL PCC-6 protocol was followed (Grobelny et al., 2009).
AFM measurements were performed in intermittent contact or
tapping mode using a closed-loop scanner. Cantilevers from the
same production lot with a reported spring constant of 7.4 N m−1,
and a reported tip radius of curvature of approximately 8 nm were
used.

3. Results

To observe the persistence of singly dispersed citrate capped
20 nm AgNPs in environmental waters, AgNPs were dispersed in the
three natural freshwater samples. The SPR absorbance at λmax of
single AgNPs remaining in solution over time is summarized in Fig. 1a,
showing decreased absorbance for all PWs and SW. Examination of
the full spectra over time (also referred to as waterfall plots, and
reported in the SI) reveals that peaks at longer wavelengths appear
over time. For PW N (Fig. 1b), the red-shift in maximum wavelength
of the agglomerate peak combined with the steady absorbance over
time suggests stable agglomerates were forming and increasing in
size. For PW M (Fig. 1c), the very broad absorbance at longer
wavelengths suggests much larger agglomerates, that are much more
likely to settle out of the beampath quickly during the 48 h of
Fig. 1. (a) Colloidal stability of citrate-capped AgNPs measured by UV–vis absorbance over
symbols drawn larger than the difference, lines are to guide the eye. Waterfall-style plots o
freshwaters collected (b) PW N, (c) PW M, and (d) PW S.
observation. For PW S (Fig. 1d), a greater red-shift in the peak
indicates larger increases in agglomerate size, although the decreasing
absorbance suggests these agglomerates are only transiently stable.
On visual inspection after the experiment, a thin layer of dark solid
material was observed on the bottom of the cuvette below the optical
path.

The kinetics of the stability of single AgNPs in simulated estuarine
waters was also evaluated. Mixtures with varying percentages of PW
and SWwere also analyzed by UV–vis spectroscopy for 36 h, with the
absorbance at λmax over time plotted in Fig. 2a (see SI for full spectra).
AgNPs in waters containing greater volume percentages of SW were
observed to have a more rapid decrease in absorbance at λmax

(Fig. 2a). The greatest instability observed was single AgNPs in SW,
with less than 20% of the AgNPs remaining after just 1 h and no
detectable absorbance after 10 h.

The absorbance data were fit to a pseudo-first order kinetics model
(Templeton et al., 1998), originally developed to model the reactivity
of stericly hindered gold nanoparticles. The model, discussed in detail
later, uses y=b+a exp(−kobst), where y is the absorbance, b is
defined as the persistent fraction of singly-dispersed AgNPs, a is a
fitting parameter, kobs is the observed rate constant of single AgNP
disappearance (through any mechanism), and t is time. The fitted
parameters b and kobs are plotted in Fig. 2b as a function of percentage
of PW S in the simulated estuarine water. Low persistent fractions
after 36 h were found for mixtures with 50% or less PW S.

DLS data in Fig. 3a show increasing sizes of structures suspended in
various solutions over time, including SW, MHW, MHW+NOM I and
the three PW samples. The notable exceptions are PW N and MHW+
NOM II, in which significant colloidal stability was observed. This is
further suggested by the broadening of the SPR λmax peak in PW N
compared to DI water (see Figure SI-4). Also interesting was the
behavior of PW M and MHW+NOM I following nearly identical DLS
size increases. A DI water control had constant absorbance (Figure
SI-29) and DLS size (data not shown). AFM of AgNPs in DI water
time for three natural freshwaters. Data points are the mean of two experiments, with
f absorbance spectra collected over time of citrate capped AgNPs in the three natural



Fig. 2. (a) Colloidal stability of citrate capped AgNPs measured by UV–vis absorbance
over time for mixtures of varying ratios of PW S and SW; lines are fits from pseudo-first
order kinetics model. (b) Plot of fitted kinetics parameters, observed rate constant, kobs,
and fraction of persistent singly dispersed AgNPs after 36 h, b, as a function of
freshwater to seawater ratio.

Fig. 3. (a) DLS data over time for citrate capped AgNPs in various environmentally
relevant waters; points represent data, solid lines represent DLCA model fits, and
dashed lines represent RLCA model fits. AFM images of citrate capped AgNPs diluted
with (b) DI water and (c) moderately hard water. Scale bars are 400 nm.
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(Fig. 3b) revealed only singly dispersed AgNPs, while AgNPs dispersed
in MHW showed signs of agglomeration (Fig. 3c) and increasing
polydispersity, in agreement with the DLS data.

The stability of single AgNPs in various concentrations of single salts
including CaCl2, MgCl2, NaCl, NaHCO3, and Na2SO4 (representing the
major components of synthetic seawater) were analyzed by UV–vis
absorbance over time, and also fit to pseudo-first order kinetics. The
fitted parameters of kobs and b were plotted as a function of the Debye
Length (discussed later) in Fig. 4a and b, respectively. The concentration
ranges for which rapid agglomeration (defined for this report as greater
than 80% absorbance loss in 1 h) began to occur was found to be above
50 mmol L−1 Na2SO4, between (20 and 50) mmol L−1 NaCl, near
10 mmol L−1 NaHCO3, below 1.0 mmol L−1 MgCl2, and between (0.1
and 1.0) mmol L−1 CaCl2.
4. Discussion

4.1. AgNP persistence in natural waters

This paper will use a working definition of persistence such that
only untransformed singly dispersed AgNPs with colloidal stability
will be persistent in the environment. This is also relevant to nanoEHS
experiments dosing well-characterized AgNPs for hypothesis testing.

To predict the persistence of singly dispersed AgNPs in natural
waters, the temporal stability of AgNPs in various media wasmeasured
primarily using UV–vis absorbance, with spot-checks by DLS and AFM.
UV–vis is especially attractive when the primary concern is the
concentration of singly dispersed AgNPs remaining in the solution of
interest. The validation for using primarily UV–vis as a rapid, low-cost,
pre-screening toolmeasuring the concentration of single, well-dispersed
AgNPs in a solution is described elsewhere (MacCuspie et al., 2011a;
MacCuspie et al., 2011b).

To simulate the potential fate of AgNPs released into an aquatic
environment, three natural freshwaters or PWs were used. The
fraction of single AgNPs that were stable for 48 h varied by PW
sampling location, as observed by UV–vis (Fig. 1a). PW N, S and M
displayed decreasing stable fractions of singly dispersed AgNPs,
respectively. In all cases, an initially rapid rate of singly dispersed
AgNP disappearance during the first ten hours transitioned to a much
slower rate of disappearance at later times. These AgNPs that
remained suspended at 48 h reveal that each freshwater sample has
a different capacity for stabilizing the AgNPs against agglomeration,
despite tight geographical clustering of the samples.

To model the change in AgNP stability as NPs move from
freshwater through estuarine bodies into ocean water, PW S was
mixed with various quantities of SW. To compare the rates of AgNP
disappearance over tens of hours, pseudo-first order kinetics was
assumed for the instability. As absorbance was only measured once
per hour, the initial rapid diffusion limited aggregation, which follows
second order kinetics, can be expected to be over half completed by
the end of the first hour based on reports of AgNPs in biological fluids.
Once aggregates have grown substantially, and their diffusion rate is
much slower than the single particles, first order kinetics with respect
to the singly dispersed AgNPs may occur. Additionally, previous
reports of kinetics on reactions that dissolve gold NPs use pseudo-first
order kinetics. Here, the assumption is made that chemical reactions
would act upon singly dispersed AgNPs, and if they depend upon the
concentration of a second reactant it would remain in constant
concentration relative to the AgNPs (e.g., there is an infinite sink of
dissolved oxygen from the atmosphere).

As kobs is the fitted observed rate constant of single AgNP
consumption, kobs is the sum of all single AgNP disappearance kinetics

image of Fig.�2
image of Fig.�3


Fig. 4. Colloidal stability of AgNPs in various concentration of electrolytes measured by
UV–vis absorbance over time with pseudo-first order kinetics fits of (a) kobs, the rate of
single AgNP disappearance, and (b) b, the persistent absorbance of single AgNPs,
plotted as a function of κ−1, Debye length. The time end-point for the kinetics
experiments are 96 h for NaCl, 24 h for CaCl2, and 15 h for MgCl2, Na2SO4, and NaHCO3.
See Figures SI-15 to SI-33 for full spectra over time.
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including kagg from all colloidal instabilities and sedimentation out of
the beam path by those agglomerates, krxn from all chemical reaction
kinetics which could include both dissolution of the AgNPs into
various silver polychloride anion complexes or surface chemistry
reactions such as oxidation that could eliminate the SPR, and kother
which will include all contributions that are not discussed, such as
adhesion to cuvette walls or sedimentation of singly dispersed AgNPs,
which are assumed to be negligible on the up to 96 h timescales of this
work.

By plotting the fitted kinetics parameters as a function of the
percentage of PW (Fig. 2b), a trend was revealed that shows the
fastest observed instability kinetics occurred above 90% SW by
volume. Also, the addition of just 10% SW to PW S led to a 60%
lower SPR peak absorbance after just 1 h compared to the PW S alone.
Increasing the SW content above 10% by volume caused only slight
changes in kobs. This led to the hypotheses that the dominant
mechanism of removal of singly dispersed AgNPs is colloidal insta-
bility (i.e., kaggNNkrxn), the rate is accelerated through charge screen-
ing induced agglomeration, and the rate is slowed by the presence of
NOM.

4.2. Potential mechanisms of singly dispersed AgNP instability

Classical colloidal chemistry concepts were employed to test the
hypotheses above. By examining different scenarios where agglom-
eration would be expected to occur and measuring the rates of AgNP
persistence in these laboratory waters, comparisons could be made to
themore complexnaturalwater samples. For example, charge screening
due to the presence of electrolytes or divalent cations should yield
similar singly dispersed AgNP disappearance kinetics if kaggNNkrxn.
Similary, by the addition of steric stability through surface adsorption of
NOM, a decrease in kagg should be observed.

4.2.1. Role of electrolytes
The most prevalent electrolyte components of SW were tested

individually in a series of concentrations bracketing the natural
concentrations. The electrolytes selected were CaCl2, MgCl2, NaCl,
Na2SO4, and NaHCO3. The concentration ranges where rapid agglom-
eration began to occur were found to be below the concentration of
NaCl in SW, suggesting the large NaCl concentration alone could be
the source of the rapid instability, as would be predicted by DLVO
theory.

In the case ofMHW, the concentration of potassium chloride (KCl) is
54 μmol L−1, too low to induce rapid aggregation by DLVO theory and
suggesting that other constituents are the root cause of the instability.
Indeed, a previous report shows that AgNPs in 10 mmol L−1 of either
LiCl, NaCl or KCl all agglomerate slowly, with less than 10% loss of λmax

absorbance during 72 h (MacCuspie, 2011). The AgNPs were stable in
1.00 mmol L−1NaHCO3 (Figure SI-21), ruling outNaHCO3 as theprimary
source of instability as its concentration in MHW is 1.143 mmol L−1.
Although stable in 0.1 mmol L−1 CaCl2 (Figure SI-31), the AgNPs
were rapidly unstable in 1.00 mmol L−1 CaCl2 or MgCl2 (Figures SI-32
and SI-15, respectively). As the combined concentration of divalent
cations in MHW is 0.846 mmol L−1, this data confirms that the
concentration of divalent cations is the most important parameter of
water hardness in terms of predicting thepersistence of singly dispersed
AgNPs.

Modern applications of DLVO theory, include more terms than
simply the sum of the van der Waals attractive and electrostatic
repulsive forces to describe the more complex nature of nanoparticles
in relevant media, such as compressible coatings on the surfaces of
AgNPs (Stebounova et al., 2011). If the only source of AgNP instability
is from agglomeration due to charge screening, then the fitted kobs
from the UV–vis absorbance data will be only a function of kagg. The
electrostatic repulsive forces are dependent upon the Debye length,
κ−1, or charge screening length. If the electrolyte composition and
concentration of a solution is known, κ−1 can be calculated ana-
lytically using the Debye–Hückel equation. When the kobs results are
plotted as a function of κ−1(Fig. 4a), they did not converge as would
be expected if the only instability were arising from charge screening.
This is in contrast to the persistent fraction, b (Fig. 4b), where a tran-
sition of b from large values to near-zero values occurred across a similar
κ−1 range, irrespective of the electrolyte for the single electrolyte
waters. This lack of convergence by kobs provides clues as to what other
mechanisms may affect AgNP persistence. It is possible that other
mechanisms beyond colloidal instability, such as chemical reactions of
theAg(0) in theAgNPs that eliminate the SPR, could also be contributing
to the disappearance of singly dispersed AgNPs. In other words, terms
beyond kagg are contributing to kobs, and these terms are of similar
magnitude as kagg. Nevertheless, the impact on the persistence of AgNPs
in environmental waters is clear, that increasing water hardness or
salinity will lead to rapid agglomeration and sedimentation out of the
water column without some other stabilizing forces, such as adsorbed
NOM coatings.

4.2.2. Role of NOM on AgNP persistence
In evaluations of the results from the natural freshwaters, the

effects of NOM on AgNP persistence must be considered. NOM is
ubiquitous in aquatic systems and can serve to either augment or
reduce NP stability, depending on the nature of the organic molecules.
For example, humic substances have been reported to increase
stability of carbon nanotube dispersions (Chappell et al., 2009). As it
has been reported that NPs dynamically sorb and desorb proteins as
the biological matrix they are exposed to changes (Walczyk et al.,

image of Fig.�4
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2010), under a hypothesis that NOM will adsorb to the surface of the
AgNPs, it would follow that the properties of the AgNPs would thus
transform. However, the chemical composition of natural freshwaters
(including type and concentration of NOM) is widely variable given
different locations or even recent rainfall patterns. Additionally,
quantitatively measuring the surface molecular composition of
nanoparticles remains very challenging beyond well-defined systems
with only one or two knownmolecules (Jackson et al., 2006; Tsai et al.,
2010; Geronimo and MacCuspie, 2011; Tsai et al., 2011).

A series of well-defined systems for study of the role of specific
components in NOM on the colloidal stability of the AgNPs were
prepared. This series included MHW alone and mixed with Suwannee
River humic substance standards at concentrations less than half of
typical Suwannee River conditions (Averett et al., 1994), in addition to
pure SW and the aforementioned PW samples.

Since the UV–vis data only provides the rate of disappearance of
single AgNPs, DLS was selected to observe if agglomerates were
forming and measure their size over time. While red-shifted broad
absorbance does indicate the presence of agglomerates, it is worth
noting that the absence of absorbance at red-shifted wavelengths
does not automatically assure the absence of agglomerates, as they
may settle below the spectrometer beam path (see SI for more
discussion on UV–vis absorbance). This was evidenced by the
sediment on the bottom of all SW+PW cuvettes, noted during visual
inspection after removal from the UV–vis spectrometer.

Fig. 3a shows data points as symbols, with diffusion limited
colloidal aggregation (DLCA) model fits shown as solid lines. The DLS
data revealed that agglomerates were present and growing in size
over time in most waters. The exceptions were AgNPs in PW N and
MHW+NOM II, which showed no change in diameter within the
uncertainty of the DLS measurement for greater than 48 h of
observation. Note, while data collection continued beyond the points
plotted in Fig. 3a, the size of the agglomerates approached the limits of
the DLS technique (diameters of approximately 1 μm), and was
determined to be too ambiguous to be meaningful.

DLCA growth kinetics follow a relationship in which the diameter
of the agglomerate is proportional to agglomeration time (i.e. the time
after mixing) raised to the power α, where α is the reciprocal of the
fractal dimension of the agglomerate. For DLCA of electrostatically
stabilized gold, silica, or polystyrene nanoparticles, α was experi-
mentally previously determined to be in the range of 0.53 to 0.56 (Lin
et al., 1989), and α values of 0.52 and 0.53 were observed here for SW
and MHW, respectively.

However, PW M, PW S, and MHW+NOM I showed initial DLCA-
like periods (i.e. the DLCA power-law model could be fit to the DLS
data, but with α values between 0.22 and 0.31), suggesting that some
factor was retarding the truly diffusion limited kinetics observed in
the SW case. Measuring the size of agglomerates hundreds of
nanometers in size over many hours might produce an artifact of
apparent “slower” growth kinetics at longer times, since particles start
to sediment faster as they grow in size.

In PW M, PW S and MHW+NOM I, the early rapid-growth period
eventually gave way to a period of slower DLS diameter growth. This
is consistent with NOM molecules sorbing onto the surface of the
AgNPs and the agglomerates, providing increased steric repulsive
energy. This is in agreement with a recent report on forming stable
agglomerates, where quenching the agglomeration process with
concentrated excess protein immediately halts agglomerate size
growth (Zook et al., 2011). The lower concentration of NOM in this
study (by orders of magnitude) likely accounts for the residual slow
growth rate of the agglomerates.

If a transition from DLCA to reaction limited colloidal aggregation
(RLCA) is taking place at this point, due to an energy barrier to
aggregation created by the adsorption of a NOM layer, the log of the
agglomerate diameter is proportional to the time after mixing. Indeed,
in Fig. 3a the relationship between DLS diameter and time is linear on
a semi-logarithmic plot at later times, with dashed lines representing
a RLCAmodel fit of diameter being proportional to exp(ta/t0), where ta
is the agglomeration time, or time after mixing, and t0 is the
agglomeration time constant.

Differences in agglomeration time constant across water typewere
revealed. The two types of NOM, when in MHW, provided either
complete stability (II, Humic) or a very slow t0 (I, Fulvic) compared to
MHW alone. Since in order for a molecule to increase the colloidal
stability of a AgNP it must be associated with the surface of the AgNP,
this data also suggests that the humic standard may have a stronger
binding affinity towards the AgNP surface.

Interestingly, MHW+NOM I and MHW+NOM II provided time
constant “boundaries” that the three PW samples either aligned with
or fell between. PW M had the largest agglomerates by DLS and also
had the greatest decrease in λmax absorbance (Fig. 1a). Additionally,
across the three natural waters, SW, and MHW, the rate of increase in
agglomerate size followed the same trend as the rate of decrease in
λmax absorbance, indicating that kagg must be significantly contribut-
ing to kobs.

Yet these results do not explain the persistent fraction. It is
possible that due to the large size of some NOMmolecules that several
individual AgNPs adsorb to the surface of the NOM with sufficient
spacing that the SPR of the AgNPs cannot couple, therefore they
continue to provide absorbance at λmax. Yet, because the NOM-multi-
AgNP agglomerate is behaving hydrodynamically as one large entity,
the DLS size continues to grow as additional AgNPs continue to join
the agglomerate.

These results imply that a significant fraction of the initially singly-
dispersed AgNPs will agglomerate and sediment to the soils of
freshwater environments near their point of introduction. Another
fraction of the AgNPs will remain persistent enough in freshwaters to
be transported into estuarine waters, putting those aquatic compart-
ments at risk to single AgNPs. These results could potentially help
explain previous observations of the presence of colloidal silver in
Texas estuaries reported in the 1990s (defined then as 100 nm to
450 nm), years before the recent surge in AgNP consumer products
(Wen et al., 1997).

5. Conclusion

These stability studies on AgNPs in pond water and SW make it
clear that the potential toxicity of AgNPs will likely affect both
freshwater and ocean environments. Citrate stabilized AgNPs nomi-
nally 20 nm in diameter partially agglomerated in the three PW
samples tested, with varying fractions of AgNPs remaining in solution
at equilibrium. UV–vis, DLS, and AFM indicated that even after
agglomerates had formed, stable AgNPs remained that could then
migrate into estuarine or SW. AgNPs were least stable in SW, losing
electrostatic colloidal stabilization rapidly due to charge screening by
greater NaCl concentrations and the presence of divalent cations. In
mixtures of pond water and SW, the NOM likely provided some
limited colloidal stabilization, whereas the kinetics of AgNP disap-
pearance increased as the fraction of SW increased.

As UV–vis and AFM data indicated that some fraction of AgNPs
retained colloidal stability in all pond water samples, it is a reasonable
assumption that a fraction of the AgNPs that enter our waterways will
reach estuarine systems in the form of single AgNPs, then experience
more rapid agglomeration and sedimentation rates with increasing
salinity with very few if any AgNPs reaching marine environments.
These results could be applied to potentially create amapwith a “zone
of dispersion” and “zone of agglomeration” based on maps of the
salinity of freshwaters and estuarine waters combined with typical
seasonal water flow rates (Lung and Nice, 2007; Zou et al., 2009).
Using the paradigm of hazard×exposure equals risk, if the use of
AgNPs by the consumer products industry continues to grow at its
current rate then the risk could increase, even though the potential
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hazards of AgNPs are unclear and may in fact be low if designed
appropriately (Harper et al., 2008). Future work should explore the
kinetic effects of varying pH (Elzey and Grassian, 2010), dissolved
oxygen, temperature, and specific constituents of NOM (Akaighe et al.,
2011), all of which are also likely to play important roles in the
colloidal and chemical stability of AgNPs in environmental waters.

These results are also significant because in addition to stable
agglomerates, the stabilized AgNP form itself (beyond dissolution into
Ag+) must be studied for novel nanoEHS hazard. The data presented
here indicates that AgNPs have the potential to impact both estuarine
and freshwater sediments and associated aquatic vegetation and
organisms, suggesting a continued need for development of a broad
array of model systems for nanoEHS risk assessment.
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